[An event-related potential study the on information processing of binocular disparity in random-dot stereogram].
To study the effects of discontinuous-continuous disparity gradient, uncrossed-crossed disparity and small-large disparity in random-dot stereogram (RDS) on the event-related potentials (ERPs). Behavioral data and ERP were recorded when 16 healthy participants (8 males and 8 females) with normal depth perception were performing the task, in which the stereopsis were generated by red-blue glasses. 1) The accuracy in discontinuous disparity gradient was higher than that in continuous disparity gradient, and the accuracy in large disparity was higher than that in small one. 2) Discontinuous disparity gradient elicited shorter N160 latency and larger N350 amplitude than continuous disparity gradient did. Compared with uncrossed disparity, crossed disparity elicited shorter N350 latency. In addition, large disparity elicited shorter N160 latency and larger P280 amplitude than small disparity did. The effect of disparity gradient on disparity information processing is significant, and the discontinuous disparity gradient has its processing advantage. Latency of N160 and amplitude of P280 is correlated with the information processing of the size of disparity. N350 component is correlated with the information processing of the uncrossed-crossed information of disparity.